User’s Guide
This pack of cards is a provisional collection of encyclopedic thoughts and knowledge selectively hoarded
for the artist’s comprehension of the world. These cumulative writings, packaged in a distributive form for
intellectual play, cover the artist’s past workings, current studies and dormant plans, amassed in the responsible
attitude of selection as well as in the irresponsible method of organization. The content of this 144-card deck
is basically oriented to the oscillating status of a self seeking the ‘Grasping Totality’ as a human desire and
of the ‘Improbability of Reach’ as a human limitation, whether true or false, proven or unproven, objective or
subjective and absolute or relative.

*The composition of the card deck was approached with several probable applications. Essentially, a frieze of the cards is formed as a rhythmic curvature
successively phrased with the concavity of intellectual accumulation and the convexity of artistic realization, one after another. While the neatly stacked
formation could be accepted as a linear formation of reading from top to bottom, the serial order can be ignored considering one of two peculiarities of cards
-chance beyond order. In addition, circular recurrence is discovered forasmuch as the ideation of the artist never readily dissipates but persistently acts as
dormant or active stimulants, even supposing every source is not implemental for the creation of art.
,
*As for the numeric value of at upper right, the recurring decimals of each card serve as page number of this collective writing. The value starts from
as the first page of writing and ends with
as the last of it. Each number obtained by division of 144 (the ideal value of cosmos
to
2
2
= 12 ) by 143 (the potential value of creative chaos = 12 -1) is gradually added one by one following the orderly way. The sequential order of the cards is not
crucially significant for viewers, but the flow of writings is aligned based on the artist’s consciousness.
*This thesis is created for academic purposes only. Image use is for educational purposes only. Unless otherwise noted, all images were reproduced without
permission. If there are objections to the use of any images, I will be happy to remove from further editions.

How can I get the universe? Reflecting on the capacity, capability and threshold value of oneself, it’s an
unreachable destiny and impossible dream. There’s no privilege granted for a vulnerable self to possess
and take charge of every component of qualities and relations. Every encounter with the universe points to
the acknowledgement of physical limitations which could be a dimensional difference or a quantitative gap
between a singular ego and the world as the entity. The circumference of the world designated by the author
is even judged and framed by my experiences, inertia and values accumulated from the beginning of my race,
due to the fact that I’m not able to be the witnessing third person in my territory, but a protagonist. This study is
oriented to trace experiments of the will to encompass the scattered knowledge and human lessons within the
girth of my brain and an attempt to bring the distributions into one universality. The hallucinational ownership
of totality in my working practices commits the reduction of qualities and relations into representative objects
as compressed versions, and the activation of allegories to play with each meaning, position and physicality
of the substituted objects. Thus, my work is formed as installations of collective components, as singularly
structured assemblages or as experimental processes of struggles to measure the gap between certainty and
uncertainty of the world.
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Uncertainty
Every pause in progress occurs whenever I judge that the current situation of mine is uncertain. Even a
short break can not be admitted in paranoiac fear, so I require continuous certainty. However, space around
me is flooding in vastness, and time in eternity is a limitless endlessness. The principle of the world is for a
single individual embodied with a capacity to survive and realize on the basis of infinity and unknownness,
designating a territory by oneself and drawing invisible border lines around one’s rationality. My capacity can
not be expanded as much as the volume of infinity in the world. In other words, only uncertainty is for sure.
Persuading myself within my accustomed capacity is simply a reasonable delusion, but I just can not break
out of my given subjectivity even. Nevertheless, whether it is conscious or unconscious, we live in pursuit of
clear rationality. I would not say that uncertainty as false hope would function as the driving force behind the
expansion of new fields, the discovery of unexpected enlightenment. Rather, I find the beauty of human worth
in the form of discomfort about uncertainty and of thirst for something certain, so as to escape from uncertain
states. In terms of the struggle for that beauty, the encounter with uncertainty is unavoidable, for the world is
a string of antinomies and uncertainties. As long as I subsist in this world, the conflict between 我(I) and 世界
(world) cannot be resolved, and I am only constantly pointing my finger toward unsolvable problems.

Universe and World
The material universe could be defined as the collection of literally all the things existing in all of time and space.
As a maximum container, the universe includes all of the different forces, energies, particles, movements
and matters in physicality which embrace terrestrial bodies and celestial bodies within microspheres and
macrosphere from unknown past to immeasurable future. All the things disappeared at a certain moment
in the universe should be included in the universe, in the consideration of mass conservation. On the other
hand, the world is the concept of the universe embodied by oneself as an individual in the ontological and
epistemological ways depending on its categorization of units. The world is the reality constructible and
destructible with its own or the belongings’ ideas, cultures and stories depending on engagement of a certain
group of individuals or of a single individual. The world of an individual can be accredited as a micro universe,
the parallelized dimension of the universe, in light of expansibility of human imagination, permeability of human
mind and transcendency of human soul, etc. A single individual as a homo species, can have a potential force
to be a representative of humankind, as long as the individual realizes humanity which is the absolute and
peculiar quality of human beings, not anatomical and genetic typicalities.

Heaven is Black and Earth is Yellow
A calligrapher vassal was commissioned by an emperor to write a poem of a thousand Chinese characters. If
the vassal could not complete a poem of 250 lines of four characters each in only one night, in which any letter
should not be repetitive, he would be put to death. The single night effort turned his hair entirely white. Starting
with the phrase, “The Heaven is far-off and reddish black, and the Earth soil-like golden; space and time vast,
limitless. …..”, each clause deals with the principle of Nature, human being, morality and relationship, acting
as a zip file of the universe and mankind. The next day, the writer standing at the fatal crossroad dropped off
at dawn, getting himself into a severe fix that he could not come up with the eight characters of the last two
verses. In a dream, an old stranger came and told, “There are So-called helpers (謂語助者); yan(焉) zai(哉) hu(乎)
ye(也)!” With the apparition's hint, the script was now complete.

*These four unnecessarily written ghosts have no meaning itself at all, but function as deploying connectors between words and words or meanings and
meanings. If you particularly wish it to be translated in absurdity,
焉 /yan/ ≑ ~, which ~ (an indicator or a substitute of its previous sentence)
哉 /zai/ ≑ How ~! (an exclamatory, interrogative or emotive tag)
乎 /hu/ ≑ ~, isn’t it? (an exclamatory or interrogative tag)
也 /ye/ ≑ ~. (a marker to indicate a closure at the end of a sentence)

Essential Material
“In the beginning was the belief, and the belief was with a person, and the belief was the person.” A life
begins with a belief to be united and divided in cellular state, and ends with a belief to be remembered on
a gravestone. The chasm between clarity and unclarity is thick as a fine line. This absurd sentence can be
considered with acts of faith and axiom. Both faith and axiom are drawn upon the system of belief. Faith is an
unconditional belief in something to be declared as the absolute property. The blind will to tell the Truth takes
a further step forward than a bunch of evidence to weigh whether the assumed conviction is the Truth or not.
This fidelity could be superior to the any principle of Nature and every matter in Nature functions as ancillary
exemplars of the apriority. This blindness is easily considered to be dismantled by a system of logic which is
our evolutionary tool. In logic and mathematics, the seed of rational activities is called axiom. When we define
axiom, it is a certain proposition to be regarded as something true. This trueness does not need any evidence
to verify the given sentence, in terms of that it is a legal covenant in the common system of thought. An axiom
is an atom which is an indivisible unit of premise to scaffold and construct consecutive theorems. Something
axiomatic is easily perceived as the Truthfulness not to be reneged. Thus, in order to prove the principle of
something in the world in a rational way, we use axioms which are not supposed to be proven, without any
doubt. Then, the universe, at least during a period of that this species of conceit is prevailing on this small
sphere, is read and written only by this fidelity. Belief is to indicate one point, one phase, one position and one
proposition among multiplicities of the world, to strengthen the agent’s gaze at that one aspect, and to travel
toward the one conclusion, the homeostasis of one state which is susceptible to be an antipode of the other.
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a.

b.

c.

?

d.

Which is the right snake to come next? Choose the answer from the right column, and fill in the blank (

) at the end of the left column.

Allegorical Impulse
The characteristic of allegory may be understood by the comparison to that of symbol. Allegories do not
work equally to symbols. When it comes to symbols, there is no chasm of meaning between the signifier and
the signified, accomplishing the appointed unification between form and content. Whereas this solid one to
one function of symbolism does not suspect any inconsistency or incongruity of semiotic deliveries, allegory
has been referred to as a comparatively inferior method of rhetoric. On the stage of allegory, the relationship
of the form and meaning can be arbitrarily applied, enabling a given image to be manifoldly interpreted by
viewers. This multilateral relationship may blaspheme against the pre-covenanted and harmonious world as
order and universality and oneness, and this classical type of universe would badly doubt the uttering of
allegory, preventing the occurrence of noises. At the moment when we decided to break the norm, to destroy
the conformity of the whole and to erase the beautifying energy, the allegory is at work.

Rätsel
Sometimes from this, now from that:
the syllable applies there, the word applies here.
It easily lets you wander far away
although just to take the next one.
It is humble and waits in the corner,
until you get the meaning out of hiding the word.
If the solution should finally work for you,
be given this to you:
only the one would be solved,
however almost every thing in life,
unfortunately it remains full.
Yes more than that—I dare say it
and want to warn you before it’s too late,
this one yourself, it’s not worth worrying about:
because it remains a mystery if you guess it too.

*Karl Kraus (1874-1936), Austrian writer, publicist, satirist, poet, aphorist and dramatist

As the answer is exposed, it is no longer a riddle.
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Relativism
Due to the fact that the points of view in which each person stands vary so widely, the perceptions derived
from those different views are necessarily different from each other, and it is impossible to determine which
of those perceptions is correct or objective. In other words, it is not possible to objectively see matters and
things as they really are, only from their own points of view. This is the mentality and attitude of relativism,
and the argument of relativism is self-refutational. The basic agenda of relativism can be defined as the idea
that every cognition, subjectivity and theory is relative per se. Then, is this argument something absolute or
relative? If this principle is told to be absolutely true, it becomes a logical self-contradiction. On the contrary,
if a relativist insists that this principle is relative, this is also refuting oneself, indicating revocability of one’s
prior argument because it implies an absolute truth to be probably obtained. Thus, there can never have been
a coherent relativist, and relativistic enthusiast cannot claim that every human perception is relative without
disclaiming relativism.

Perspective
A given proposition
“Every rule has its exceptions.”
p: There is an exception to this rule. (inconsistency)
q: There is no exception to this rule. (self-contradiction)
If we think something in our brains or approve of it in our hearts, it has already obtained the value of trueness.
In the real world, however, the structure by which humans acquire perception, recognition and knowledge
is the basis by which objectivity should be sought. The diversity of points of view is not able to result in
the relativity of perception. The diversity of views rather opens up the potentiality of objective perception
toward matters and the world. If we share and communicate our perceptions with each other, we will be
able to estimate what we observed from all these different perspectives, instead of our viewpoints. It is to
reach a certain cognitive model through idealization and abstraction as if we could imagine an ideal model of
geometric status in your brain. Therefore, from the various points of views, the conclusion cannot be drawn
that there is no comprehensive standard for human recognition and that objective knowledge cannot be
achieved.

The Elephant and the Blind
According to a Jain parable, a king gathered six blind men and let them touch an elephant. Due to the fact that
the group of blind men have never seen the gigantic proboscidean, the only way for them to be aware of the
creature was to touch it and to feel the shape and form. When they touched each part of the elephant’s body,
the first blind man who fumbled the trunk, said, ‘The elephant is a snake’. The second one who scrabbled the
ear of the elephant, said, ‘The elephant is a fan’. The third one who fondled one of its legs, said, ‘The elephant
is a pillar’. The fourth one who put his hand on its flank, mentioned, ‘The elephant is a wall’. The fifth one who
grabbed its tail, described, ‘The elephant is a rope’. The last who groped one of its tusks, stated, ‘The elephant
is a spear’, and the story ends at this point. However, in an imagined sequel, if the king gathered these blind
men again at a round table and let them discuss the figure of an elephant, it would not be a real appearance of
elephant, but they could have reached a sub-ideal elephant which would be close to a type of cognitive collage
amalgamated from individual puzzle pieces.

Shadowless Coin
When a small group of people sit around a round table and take a look at a coin hung at the center of the table,
someone will see the shape of the coin as a fully round circle. Another sitting next to the person who is seeing
the coin as a circle, will describe the shape of the coin as a vertical eye-like shape. At a certain point further
along, a participant will say that the coin looks linear. Given any large number of participants, apart from only
two participants who see the coin as circles and another two who see it as a straight line segment, all the
other participants see the coin as ellipses with different eccentricities as if we observe phases of the moon
night by night. Supposing each view of the coin is a ray of cognition, every participant can agree that they are
gathered around an abstract commonality, in this case, a coin. Although the entire cycle of the coin would not
be obtained, at least an objective perception of a specific phase on the coin can be reached. Imagining this
round table transports us to the shadowless imagification as the Platonic disk.
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Others
Close your eyes and imagine that a white powder is on a plate in front of you. What is the powder?
A) salt
B) sugar
C) starch
D) drug
This test is to find out ‘someone who is in mind now’. In fact, a contact with powder is easy to get your clothes
dirty making irregular spots. Once your coat is contaminated with minute particles of powder clinging to the
pores of the fabric, the clothes would be difficult to clean by dusting it off on your hand. Others are beings who
cling to the surface of your life when you would not have intentionally to reach out to them even. Thus, the
four given white powders are the materialized version of the other surrounding you. Who do you have in mind?

*A) rival / B) lover / C) family / D) people to work with

Contradictional Garden
The way to identify which direction a twining vine grows is to grab the intertwined stem. When you grab the
helix-like shoot in your left hand and the bine crawls up toward the same orientation with your left thumb, the
plant grows in a clockwise direction from the ground drawing a Z-twist. When you grip the plant in your right
hand and it goes up toward the same orientation with your right thumb, it grows in an anticlockwise direction
from the ground showing an S-twist. ‘Arrowroot (葛 갈)’ is the representative species of Z-typed climbing
plants, and ‘Wisteria (藤 등)’ is the plant of S-typed. Since these two different plants have the common habit
of twining the neighbouring plant as support, when an arrowroot and a wisteria happen to grow at the same
spot, those become entangled in their processes of growth, trying to hold a dominant position and to take the
other as its own supportive stem. The compound word of these two plants, ‘葛藤 (갈등)’ could be translated
as conflict or discord referring to a phenomenon in which an individual’s emotions or motivations contradict
others, thus impeding one’s expression.

*The given figure is a chart hung up on a wall of digit amputation clinic, illustrating all cases of digit anomaly on hands. If this clinic has admitted inpatients all
the different probability of every case in this chart, how many cases will the physician examine?, and what is the average number of fingers in this clinic?—the
physician is the only person here who does not have any symtom of hand deformity. And how many fingers does a human have?

Innate Dualism
Since one’s way of thinking can not be told to be an innate property, I believe in the fact that dualistic
compulsion is something acquired and educated by the process of growth. However, it is not so easy to track
which specific event served as the very trigger of a dichotomous attitude. I dare say, however, the origin was
an illustrated animal book in my preschool age. Every verso and recto was printed in full bleed with each
animal species respectively. For example, one verso shows the profile of a lion and the recto presents that
of a tiger, letting me look at both a lion and a tiger equally taking up the exact same area of leaf at a single
glance. These coincidental stares at two different but similarly categorized species, such as lion and tiger,
hippopotamus and rhinoceros, or elephant and giraffe, induced me to subconsciously compare and choose
preferability of two given creatures - the lion was always the winner, but more precisely, the balanced division
was the actual gratification. Although it is still unsure whether this comparative advantage was an arbitrary
decision of mine or a consequential behavior of other external factors, the book has been considered as the
beginning of my dichotomy.

The pole and the opposite always coexist.
Formation of poles is organized in paranoia,
but it needs not be considered paranoidly.

Before I institutionally learnt about basic earth science at school that we are living on a thin crust of the
planet, I took for granted the possibility that I could penetrate the Earth to reach the oppositional location of
my residence, just by digging down my front yard. In fact, I can tell that this idle fancy is still working in my
imagination because definitely it was something educated and imprinted in my brain. As I could start to read
by myself, I happened to approach a short storybook, and in the piece, a narrator described an unknown tiny
figure of a human, with no name but just called the protagonist, literally kept digging down the ground to reach
the other side of the globe. This stick man carrying an arrow maybe as a shover started to delve the ground
under a persimmon tree in the neighbor’s front yard. In sequence through pages, the man passed a nest of
ants, roots of the persimmon tree, an awakened badger in a landfill, a jewelry chest of an unknown princess, a
coral reef, a whale in a deep sea, a fierce flame, and a shelter of celestial bodies, and then came out of a hole
showing a rainbow in sight. In the last page the narrator irresponsibly cast a phrase, “········· ········· ·········. Good
night.” with a painting of the Earth pierced through. Later as a grown up, I looked into the antipodal point of
my permanent address, and it pointed to Mar del Plata, the front sea of Buenos Aires province, Argentina. This
could be told to be the first episteme of the world educated not by someone’s speech but by the written form.

1+1 = 2
is a natural number.
All the natural numbers are assumed to be closed under a single-valued successor
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is false. (
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Naturalistic Fallacy
The inference of oughtness from the premise of fact is a logically invalid inference. This refers to situations in
which things that can exist solely as functions, or that are valued solely as means, are considered or pursued
for ultimate purposes. Falling into this error, any judgment or action can be justified. Even if I set my own goal,
at the very moment when functionality intervenes, the excitement starts to evaporate. No matter how big my
dream is, there is no aesthetic worth to it, even if I reach the functionality which I set as a destiny for myself.
On the contrast, achieving something as I just proceeded to offer real fun, like immersion into an unplanned
time consumption for building a house of cards. This is an unpredictable outcome rather than an additional
occurrence. The aesthetic value of uselessness! The fact that something is useless indicates it is easier to
block the involvement of functionality, and to pursue a pure freedom given by something unrepressive. Art is
the purpose of itself and a means to the fullfillment of humanity.

Sphinx's Paradox
To the passenger, the guardian of Thebes is said to have cast a famous riddle of a creature that has one voice
and yet becomes four legged in the morning, two legged at noon and three legged in the evening. Victims who
could not answer were seized and devoured by her. The artist is in the position of an examiner or of a riddler
like the Sphinx that asks a set of riddles to travellers. Would the Sphinx really have wanted her victims to
answer the riddle correctly or not, confronting her riddle which is the defining moment of her fate? She would
have had two different minds, and the mind of an artist is not so different from that of the Sphinx.

Stakes in a Work
In the situation where artists are present with their work in the same space with others in the good critique, I
trust, for example, he or she tries to harshly break down the artist’s identity, due to the fact that critique does
not take place in the field of emotion. It is axiomatic that the only necessity is the ‘Absolute Value’ of the artist
–if the intervention of the views of audiences is required at all to construct and encourage the identity of the
work, I trust that the responsibility for the artwork is divided in the proper proportion like so: one third for the
artist, another third for the work of art, and the last third for audience. In addition, the audiences’ portion of
33.3% should be divided by the current global population, and it indicates the probable portion can be told to
be about 0.000000000129702% for each viewer at this moment. Even if the breakdown of identity or intention
occurs in the critique, the stabbed identity is not broken, but rather becomes even more solidified. This is
the only methodology to acquire real artists in our human community, and the only mission of an effective
institution.

*This is an excerpt from Koh’s answer in the interview among Sculpture graduates in 2019 late spring. https://risdmfasculpture.com/indecipherable-art

0)

1)

2)

N>3
nothing = null
1 = self
2 = poles
3 = many
9 = too many
23 = creative chaos (subtitute of 143)
24 = cosmos (substitute of 144)
143 = creative chaos
144 = cosmos

*The other numbers are for functional use only. e.g., 0 is applied to economical use without any relation with nothingness.
*The only attractive are from imaginary quantities.
*The encounter between the self and the world moves straight toward infinity.
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Vacancy

(This Case is in the Process of Installation—stage I)
The vitrine case was a replicated form of the museum display case in the Metropolitan Museum of Art. The
original case is recalled as the only case which did not contain any exhibit inside for a while at the Eastern
corner of Gallery 354 for Melanesian collection. The fact that it existed but was nothing to be seen, indicated
it as the only one piece to appreciate with a full of relieving and thrilling tension, which cannot be achieved
from non-committal fullness of the other exhibits, by clearly manifesting its existence in reverse, enough to fuel
a desire to possess the invisible value within the void of the case. The museum case might be waiting for its
own display to come back from the lender museum or to be recovered at the museum storage, presenting an
index card-sized sheet and a rough handwriting telling as I exactly reproduced, ‘This case is in the process of
installation.’—later the handwriting post turned out to be a revised memory and the actual note was printed in
an official format, as the capture of the original case was found. The original dimension could not be measured.
So in the process of fabrication, the entire height of the case was designed shorter than the original and equal
to the artist’s height. The portion of the vitrine part became shorter to be equal to the pedestal part, while the
original base had a short portion. To secure the quality of institutional appearance, the layout was required to
represent the mounted part of the display zone within the case. After the structure building, it was not painted
for quite a time before the content to be displayed was decided. For a long time, candidates for the right
content were pending to be selected in my thought experiments. The frontrunners were 13 layers of smaller
cases nested in the case, a rat, my poop, a hidden cloud machine, or just an emptiness. It was ironical to
consider what to put inside a container which was supposed to be vacant. I was surely inclined to let it be empty.

Check-in

(This Case is in the Process of Installation—stage II)
What was the will to fill the case simultaneously holding the emptiness? Wouldn’t it be complete with itself
vacant? Moreover, the selection of contents for the case made me feel anxious about bearing another context
to be layered due to the specificity of the chosen. I might be irresponsible for the meaning to be generated
from something to be added, but at least this incoherent state needed something implausible to be exhibited
and to still present the tension of a void. Thus, a live cockroach was chosen, which has never been on the
list of nominees. A cockroach was the right answer without further evincible words. Actually, placing a live
cockroach in the display was a lapse in judgement, as it was expected to wander from place to place within
the case. These insects present a behavioral pattern of the introverted and passive. When the cockroach was
dropped at the showcase at first, it grasped the current environment within a few seconds, and hid itself at one
corner so as not to be seen. This variable of its ethology, probably concretizes more of the uselessness and
surplusage of the vitrine case. I was satisfied with the pretense of being vacant when the rectangular case was
viewed from three other faces of the case at which the presence of the cockroach is not revealed. It strolled
along the slope surfaces only several times a day, leaving its droppings over the path it has come, which were
the only evidence of its vitality. Beyond my position as a controller and an omniscient viewer, taking a seat to
stare at the case for a while, I gradually empathized with the roach. Definitely, it was a crash-landed. It seemed
not to fully utilize the provided space due to its own force of inertia, thoroughly sensing the weight of void and
selecting confinedness from the openness walled with plexiglass panels. Projected too much onto the roach,
I might hope it could circulate the atmosphere of the vitrine case with its silent breaths in an invisible way.

Thigmotaxis
Beyond morphological and genetic criteria, the common ethology of a certain species could be a tool to
identify a group of species. Creatures such as cockroaches and mice have a tendency to rapidly shun from
light exposure and to obsessively orient toward physical contact with almost any surface, in order to positively
occupy each individual's comfort zone. This response to the stimulus of touch drives the individual into close
quarters like corners and crevices. The preference for a secret sanctuary let a high thigmotactic leveled
individual move toward the wall and lodge itself parallel to the wall of shelter. Whether the wall of this universe
is invisible or visible, and although anyone is not able to demonstrate whether there is the finish line of this
open amusement park, when a highlighting fixture of occasional disturbance comes out, one rushes to the
wall and bumps into a boundary. A self crawls up along the invisible but tactile wall to try to reach a certain
point depending on the magnitude of conservativeness, or to measure the capacity of its own world, while
completely being subjected into its own boundary.

*Laurent Salazar M-0, Planas-Sitjil I, Sempo G, Deneubourg J-L. Individual Thigmotactic Preferencen Affects the Fleeing Behavior of the American Cockroach
(Blattodea: Blattidae). J Insect Sci. 2018; 18. https://doi.org/10.1093/jisesa/iex108

Hissing Monologue
It was a crash landing. The first step was put on the hilly zone up there where bushy fluffs cover the entire
area growing dense and wide. The strands thriving on the ground were quite annoying with my steps tangled
up with ciliums on my feet. At the center of the highland, there is a shiny zone which is a raised spot to climb
up only one step more, and vent holes in irregular shapes vomiting fresh woody air. It was too bright and
open for me to blank out alone. I needed some ideal place to think only about myself. As always, I know the
place well where I shall be. Addiction to comfort! I shrieked at heart. Hence here, at a corner, with my small
head secreted under a shadow of my scutum, I tucked myself to the utmost limit. Every moment excessive
comfort came to me, I went around the corner to find a more secure position, though the views in front of my
antennas are always wontedly the same. In turning some laps around the corners, I stayed down at a tedious
seat again. Someday I may crawl up there again but I delay the plan to do so. How long have my will been lost
and distracted? Conservatism! It is macabrely pulling me far more than gravity. This sojourn makes any desire
just evaporate into the cubic void and all the desires would develop as a fog falling down back much heavily
soon. Perhaps, someone might have cast me to monitor my behaviors. But who cares?.... Once teasing the
array of my legs out, I happened to touch the wall against which my side was loosely jammed. I inadvertently
started to crawl up along the wall hanging in the air, in pursuit of something unknown and unclear way up
over the highland, and far beyond this invisible wall. At least, I felt like I had to do so. How far did I come up?
Thereupon, my feeler bumped into a ceiling. Oh, I’m stuck inside here! I hissed at heart.
*Only one among three spare performers boldly scrambled up a translucent plexiglass panel. This unaccountable happening was caught by a real chance, and
under any circumstance except this occasion, they did not merely budge an inch.

The cockroach (gromphadorhina portentosa) in the museum display case is a part of this show. Fresh air
is provided through chasms and a hole on the rim and the center of the mounted stage. The cockroach
is switched with 2 more spares once a week. They prefer to hide oneself into narrow corners due to their
Thigmotaxis, orientation in response to a touch stimulus. After shifts, they live in a 4-gallon pine sanctuary
in Fletcher 601 B / 405. The sanctuary has a soil and bark bedding, a glass screen top and a 13 ventilation
holes. Roaches are provided with romaine lettuce, bananas and cabbages three times a week, and fresh water
in a shallow bowl with a stone every day. They are nocturnal and a 5-inch roof makes the room dark enough
during daytime. The room temperature range is kept 75° to 82° F during day and mid to high 70° F at night.
Cockroaches are capable of surviving absolute drying conditions of 0% relative humidity without feed and
hydration for at least a month.

*This disclaimer was written for the compromise between the Artist's will to exhibit and the institutional legacy for protection of exhibited living species.
*8 – 44 Nothing may be done to an insect that will cause it harm.
*8 – 45 When using insects and arachnids, the standard of care for the particular species being used must include housing, feeding and protection from
environmental dangers such as heat, humidity, and cold and inclement weather.
*8 – 46 When using insects, an animal handler knowledgeable of the particular insects should be used.

Anonymous Mail
I have once constructed a rectangular space with a dimension of 12'× 6'× 8' as a white cube. Wrapped
with vinyl coverings and various sorts of waterproof and vaporproof materials, this temporary gallery was
surrounded with the other layer of box with a dimension of 14'× 6.5'× 8.5' as a shipping crate. Thus simply,
the setting of this work was a white painted small building mailed in and ready to be open for its own use
as a gallery space. Practically everyone who had looked at my construction of this work, asked the same
questions about what I shall place inside, and they even proffered advice to place the other sculptures of my
own or someone’s pieces inside the gallery space. I just ignored all their comments, thinking that the project
should be a neutral and fresh space without any other specific layer inside the space. All needed were only a
lighting in a rail, white walls, an epoxy-sealed concrete floor and a facade window to look inside, and the work
completed as planned. One evening after the show was open, I went to inspect whether electric operations
were working well or not. When I looked into the inner space of the empty gallery, oddly enough, I found a
dark spot on one of the walls. As my eyes were tight to the window to blame myself for deficient painting, I
realized it was a moth sitting on the wall. Still now it is mysterious to guess how the moth entered the space
which was perfectly assembled without any chasm, and more unconvincing was that I could not find the moth
after that and during deinstallation.
*I pretended as a sender during the construction, as a deliverer at the end of the construction, and as a receiver during the opening of the show by opening up
the one side of the outer crate and slightly taking out the content of the package, though all these procedures clandestinely happened under unpopulated times.
*This is one happening from which now I can suspiciously guess my unconscious selection of a live cockroach into the display case, or maybe not.

Dinosaur Expelled by Flowers
In the late Cretaceous period, dinosaurs gradually swelled their own bodies to eat more sprouts on the top
of giant trees. To survive from the gigantic dinosaurs, plants started blooming. These short flowering plants
were unsuitable for the dinosaurs to reach, eat and digest. Finally, dinosaurs died off of self-preservation
by swelling themselves. Meanwhile, mammals have been in league with flowering plants, by timing their
mating and bearing seasons to coincide with plants’ flowering and fruiting seasons. Due to this evolutionary
process, human beings finally call flowers to mind as the symbol of love. Life cannot help going with inveterate
conservativeness!

Initial Setup: Place the ball at the center of the board, by controlling
tremors of your grip. The center of the board, where ten solid lines
are converging inside the octagon, is the starting mark of play.
Step Counts: Swirl and stop the board once to make the ball
located at one of the eight sections within the octagon. Count and
remember the number of circles ( ) at the area where the ball comes
to a halt. The number is the count of your step to move.
*ei. = 0 step / = 9 steps / = 5 steps / = 3 steps
Cardinal Points: Rotate and stop the board once again to make the
ball located at one of four areas within the octagon. Read the signs
of four directions and find the azimuthal direction to move.
= East /
= West /
= North / = South
*ei. = SW / = NE / = NW / = SE
Meridian Coordinate : Tilt the board to make the ball enter into the
polar coordinate graph of the area at which the ball stopped. Whirl
and stop the board once again to make the ball located at a certain
spot within the grid. Read two degree numbers written on a straight
line corresponding to the column where the ball stopped. The value
of the column is the latitudinal degree to move.
*ei. = 30‑40 / = 50‑60 / = 80‑90 / = 10‑20
Equatorial Coordinate: Read two degree numbers written on a
curve corresponding to the row where the ball stopped. The value
of the row is the longitudinal degree to move.
*ei. = 60‑75 / = 45‑60 / = 30‑45 / = 15‑30
Steps Moves: Move your steps to the direction the ball indicates.
*ei. = no step to move
= 9 steps to N54°E47°
= 5 steps to N83°W35°
= 3 steps to S16°E21°

Maybe so, Maybe not
An old farmer and his son living in a northern frontier area, were raising a stallion regarded as the most
important commodity for their livelihood. This being so, the horse was also beloved as a member of their
family. One night, the horse suddenly fled far across the border, and their neighbors on hearing the news
consoled the father and son, “Oh, your horse ran away, what an misfortune!” The farmer calmly said, “Maybe
so, maybe not, who knows if it will do any good?” Several days later, the horse came back home, bringing a
string of wild horses. The neighbors congratulated the farmer on his horse’s deed, “Oh, your horse brought
a herd of horses home, what a great fortune!” The farmer calmly said, “Maybe so, maybe not, who knows?”
Another several days later, the son of the old man fell off one of the mares trying to ride it, and got a limp. The
neighbors worried about the farmer’s son, “Oh, your son broke his leg, what a misfortune!” The farmer calmly
said, ““Maybe so, maybe not, who knows?” Before long, barbarians invaded the country and the national army
recruited strapping lads for military duty. However, the farmer’s son, still recovering from his fracture, escaped
from the draft. The neighbors celebrated, “Oh, your son is exempted, what a great fortune!”, and the farmer
calmly said, “Maybe so, maybe not.”

A Set of Tools
In a painting unearthed from the Astana Graves, two conjoined figures, Nüwa and Fuxi, are depicted as a
creature wearing one skirt together and spirally-crossing their serpentine tails. Nüwa and Fuxi are known as
divine beings who created the universe after being the only survivors from the Great Flood in the Chinese origin
myth. These two put their arms around each other’s shoulders, holding a tool in each: a drawing compass and
a square. In the background of the paintings, the celestial bodies created by the two are structurally distributed
as constellations, including the Sun and the Moon. This set of tools, straightedge and compass, originated
from the Northeast Asian view of the universe: ‘Heaven is round and Earth is square’. However, Heaven can
not be reached by climbing up a ladder, and the Earth can not be entirely measured with spans of a palm. Then
how did they create the universe?

*This archaeological artifact excavated from the Astana Graves, translated into ‘the resting space of life’ in Uyghur. The ancient Chinese square already had a
right angle part, acknowledging the Pythagorean theorem earlier than the Greek straightedge. Both tools had no marking on them, as befit the idealized ruler.

Convergence

It is impossible to draw a square equal in area to a given circle, but the square must be between an inscribed square and a circumscribed square of the given circle.
Given materials
A set of compass and straightedge the same length as the performer’s height, 12 black oil pigment sticks, 1 sheet of white paper
Formalities
0) The length of one side of the largest square drawn by the given straightedge shall be at least twice as long as the total length of the straightedge. This indicates
a radius of the constructible circle shall be equal or shorter than the total length of the straightedge. 1) However, since the radius of the largest circle which the
given compass can draw is smaller than the straightedge, just draw the largest circle with the compass. This circle is the starting point of this construction. 2)
Draw a line from the imprinted mark at the center of the circle by the weight and rotatory power of the compass and a point on an arc of the drawn circle, and
extend this line to the opposite side of the arc. 3) Set the compass on one end of the drawn line, and set its width beyond the center mark, and then draw two
arcs respectively above and below the center point. Repeat it from the other end of the line. Place the straightedge through intersections of arcs and center
point, and draw lines perpendicular to the previous line. 4) Draw lines between each of four points, and construct an inscribed square of the circle. 5) Set the
compass on one vertex of the square, and set its width equal to the radius of the circle, and then draw two arcs respectively above(left) and below(right) the
vertex. Repeat it from the other three. 6) Connect all four vertices and four intersections of arcs to create a circumscribed square. 7) Set the compass on the
center point, and set its width narrower than the radius of the circle but widest within the circle. Repeat 2)~7). 7~n) Do not step outside the circle, and keep
motions within the area of the circle.
Result
The construction ended in the moment when performer’s footsteps blackened the central area of the construction and further sequences were impossible to be
processed with significant marks for consecutive constructions lost.
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Divergence

It is impossible to draw a square equal in area to a given circle, but the square must be between an inscribed square and a circumscribed square of the given circle.
Given materials
A set of compass and straightedge the same length as the performer’s height. 12 white oil pigment sticks, 1 sheet of black paper
Formalities
0) The starting point of this construction, in principle, shall be a circle as small as a dot. Or at least the diameter of the circle shall be precisely as twice as
diameter of the given oil pigment stick. 1) However, since the shortest width which the given compass presents is defined as the width of the compass in a fully
folded state, just draw the smallest circle with the compass. This circle is the starting point of the construction. 2) Draw a line from one point on the arc of the
circle through the imprinted mark at the center of the circle by the weight and rotatory power of the compass, extending the line to another point on the opposite
side of the arc. 3) Set the compass on one end of the drawn line, and set its width equal to the radius of the circle, and then draw one arc larger than a semicircle
through the previous circle. Repeat it at the opposite end of the line. 4) Set the compass on one end of the drawn line, and set its width beyond the center mark,
and then draw two arcs respectively above and below the center point. Repeat it from the other end of the line. Draw a line through two intersections of arcs and
the center point. 5) Draw lines between four intersections of arcs, and construct a circumscribed square of the circle. 6) Draw lines between each of four points
on the arc of the circle, and construct an inscribed square of the circle. 7) Set the compass on the center point, and set its width wider than the radius of the
circle but narrowest outside the circle. Repeat 2)~7). 7~n) Do not step within the construction, and keep motions outside the area of the circumscribed squares.
Result
The construction ended in the moment when the length of one side of the inscribed square became longer than the total length of the straightedge and further
sequences were impossible to be processed with the largest inscribed square left unconstructed.
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Line and Circle
Something impossible to be proven but considered to be true is called an axiom. A set consisting of a
straightedge and a compass is the representative model of an axiom. A straightedge without markings can only
draw a straight line between one point and the other point but cannot divide the line into specific length nor
draw any right angle by itself. A compass without markings can draw a circle provided by the two points, which
always leads itself back to the starting point. Only drawing compasses can set a specific length, designating
both a starting and an end point. In Chinese characters, straightedge and compass are transliterated into ‘則
(zé 칙)’ and ‘規 (guī 규)’ respectively, and the compound word ‘規則 (guīzé 규칙)’ signifies ‘rule’ or ‘regulation’
in English. For the perfection of a rule, the compass should appear prior to the straightedge. A line is defined
as a collection of dots with a directionality but without any width. Axiomatically, a line is the sharply dividing
concept more than any other sharpest razor. This ideal razor called ‘( תמאemét)’ which manifests the Truth
or belief operated by firmness and certainty does only clearly cut off the world. Defining the amount and size
of belief system is drawn by a round margin called ‘( דסחkhésed)’ which stands for flexibility or benevolence.

*This archaeological artifact excavated from the Astana Graves, translated into ‘the resting space of life’ in Uyghur. The ancient Chinese square already
had a right angle part, suspended of the earlier acknowledgement of Pythagorean theorem rather than the Greek straightedge, yet both should have
no marking on it as the idealized ruler.

I have an idea of how to reach,
but there has been no path to walk through.
So knowing that I cannot go,
I keep walking.

1+1 = 0

(A)

*one positivity ~ one negativity → origin

(B)

Pantree
This ordinary fruit tree is the only species in the genus Dendron. Rambling and prolific, it is laden with everything,
meaning that it provides all things in the universe, all creation, all the items, other living creatures and even
this plant itself. Literally everything grows on this plant when it reaches fruiting season. It not only gains its
nutrients from the air, animal detritus, or other plant remains and absorbs water from rain or moist, but also
gets the industrial waste and even the visual images of items. Almost nothing has actually been noticed about
how the pantree could produce whole things of the world. Scientists, however, take their stand that this tree
may make its fruits loaded in a specific way. They say that the pantree may copy from the original items. As
the wind blows some biochemical substances in its leaves receive the information on everything with sending
forth sound waves which can not be noticed by other creatures. But researchers could not figure out how the
tree produces the latest gadgets at the cutting edge over each age. When the first discoverer unpacked the
tree, he thought it was a duplicated model of the Earth. According to some oral transmission, it is believed that
mandrake plants are the seedlings of pantree.
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1+1 = 3

(A)

*one positivity ~ one negativity → transcendance

(B)

Sine qua non ex Humanum
Pollical Prehensility: Around 9 million years after the extinction of dinosaurs, the early primate like tiny
species, Carpolestes simpsoni, could grasp branches of trees to feed on berries at night. Their opposable
thumb is the common feature of primates, enabling us to do pad-to-pad precision grip.
Stereoscopic Vision: After 6 million years, by the time of Shoshonius cooperi, the position of the early
primates’ eyes moved from the lateral sides of their heads to the front side, giving up on 360-degree FoV.
Forward facing eyes narrow the angle of view, but expand the area of binocular vision, and so qualify us for
feeling the sense of distance and depth.
Fovea Centralis: The ocular cavity of Catopithecus browni is walled up with sphenoid bones behind eye balls.
This pair of orbital walls are presented commonly from the majority of extant primates, and serve as a support
for the subject to be always located at the center of the vision. About 34 million years ago, primates started
to concentrate visual cells, which are distributed all over the retinal regions, at one single spot, in order to
increase the acuity of vision and the resolution of subjects.

Sine qua non ex Humanum
(continuing I)

Trichromatism: Catopithecus browni embodied with orbital walls and foveated imaging could have only two
kinds of cone cells, green and blue. From 33 million years ago, the decrease of African forest due to global
cooling drove primates to be equipped with an additional type of cone cell, while they were finding substitute
foods such as sprouts of tropical trees containing less fiber and toxin, and most of all looking red.
Facial Expression: The very trait that makes primates unique is the diversability of facial expressions. The
chimpanzee can present at least 10 different facial expressions out of 6 categories of typical expression
configurations with bared teeth, screams, whimpers, pant-hoots, pouts and play faces. 21 distinct emotions
are reported to be recognizable from Modern human facial expressions, with 6 basic categories - happy, sad,
surprised, angry, fearful, and disgusted, as well as heterozygous compounds out of the six.
Sclera: The identical feature of human eyes separated from the other primates is the exposure of the white of
eyes surrounding pupils. The visibility of sclera can be a measure for finding out which direction the other, prey
or opponents, might view and move. This weak point in the law of the jungle rather became a clear marker to
indicate the person to be seen, in a deep bond-based society.

Sine qua non ex Humanum
(continuing II)

Bipedalism: Diverged from chimpanzees 4.4 million years ago, one split side of hominins such as Ardipithecus
ramidus still maintained arboreal life for 3 million years. According to the etymological description of the Afar
prefix ‘Ardi-’, this primate ‘on the ground’, began to have lame steps on two feet toward her certain intended
target in the prairie, the uncertain stage. The upright locomotion secured the freedom of two hands.
Carnivorism: Now as early as 2 million years ago, two separate groups of homo were walking on the planet.
A species of robust groups, Paranthropus boisei, showed teeth double the size of modern humans, and their
dentition accounts for their feeding on roots like hypoxis bulbs. The other homo of slender groups, Homo
ergaster, scavenged the abandoned pieces of carcasses. Modern humans are believed to be a descendant of
the slender groups, and only carnivorous branches survived by enlarging their brain capacity with high calorie
fat and marrow.
Arched Basicranium: The second last human vanished 50 thousand years ago, had an upper-placed larynx
and a flattened basicranium, rear end of palate. This feature also shown from all the other primates might
make the path from oral capacity to vocal cord short, and limits vocal resonance to nasal sounds, whereas
the comparatively longer pharynx due to lower larynx and an arched section behind palatine bone of Homo
Sapiens, can produce the variety of phonic expressions, a source of elaborate linguistic delivery as well as
articulation of syntax.

Sine qua non ex Humanum
(continued)

Prolonged Prepubescence: Last glacial epoch, molars of Homo Neandethalis short-lived were grown at
their age of six, 4 years earlier than those of sapiens. This shortened period of childhood was the means
to fill up vacancies of elders passed away. They could not have enough room for enjoying their short space
of childhood, while the longer childhood of sapiens allowed that enough period for the brain to qualitatively
develop and their social or communal behaviors to be mastered, in the procedure of learning.
FOX-P₂: Broca’s area of the temporal region of our brain is highly activated, whenever we speak and tell
a story for linguistic communication. This unique performance of humans is genetically attributed to the
intervention of Forkhead box protein P₂ gene in human chromosome no. 7. From 0.2 million years ago, homos
were constantly specified in development of FOX-P₂, as we selected phonic communication as primary tool in
exchange of information and in prediction of uncertain future.

Moth in a Spiral
A spirit marches upward, and a life strides downward. Soaring properties are all about a will and reveries in
airborne brims, while a load of life livelihood slide on a descending contour. Thus, there should be a strain in
terms of advancing in a straight line. The nocturnal habit makes a moth fly itself at an unknown luminary in a
pursuit to positive phototaxis.With this instinct rather than its property, a moth casts its own body into a light,
not knowing the fate that it will be burnt to death within the heat. The moth does not move actively in daytime
when the light is prevalent. Something prevailing is not attractive to be hankered. The phototactic behavior is
for the fluttering seeker to navigate its own way through the dark void, and for a long time after the first birth of
the moth, they have practiced to make use of the Moon as an indicator ‘ᵡ’. During a flight, a moth holds a vision
from one of its eyes onto the lunar light, holding the other eye toward the direction at which it tries to arrive.
With this dual mechanism, a moth can keep straight to a destination, keeping a consistent angle between the
luminous source and itself. Since the Moon is too far away, as a moth wishes to outrun the absolute light, it
is always a few steps, sometimes one step ahead. Meanwhile, the moth lost the Moon by finding a lightbulb
much brighter anew. Due to the fact that the illusionary moon is closer, the moth is pulled into the light, drawing
concentric circles which are gradually converging. The moth will perish in the light somehow at the end of the
spiral choreography. Then was the light a delusion? It may be the most plausible thing for an individual species
leaning on the ideality to suffer.
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Fæces
Here is a dunghill of all the different creatures. They covertly but proudly came here and took a poop. Various
feeding behaviors, sizes of anus, digestive processes, colors of pancreatic juice and potential energies with
respect to different drop points created diverse forms of poop. In nature, animals never take a shit on a single
appointed place. They only mark each of their own territories. What if they set a communal area for their
defecation? Today I took a poop from 10:54 to 10:57, spending about 12 seconds merely for defecation. I do
a similar activity at least once a day, and definitely all of us do the same. Today’s excretion was the digested
version of yesterday’s intake. I take two or three meals and a gallon of water a day, and also take many thoughts
of others by reading, listening and watching, and I salivate at the appearance of my reflections, regurgitate
my own thinking, filter through my personality and conservativeness, and excrete a bullshit everyday. My
thinking can be bullshit to others and others’ philosophy may be dog poop to me. However, the incompatible
thoughts and selves gather to try to communicate and listen and set our nurturing territory so called history
and community. The faeces, disgusting to all others are stacked up and absorbed as nourishment into this
planet. Everyone is ironically born from the top of these faeces and resolves ourselves back into them. I,
myself, take a shit and carefully taste it again today.
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All I’s have died and turned into something.

Narcissus
Everyone in the world died and became a flower, became an animal, became a lichen, became a fungus,
became a story, became a meaning, became a part, became a role, became a steward, became a river,
became fire, became nature, became a light, became a sight, became a mind, became a moth, became an
ice, became a North Pacific krill shrimp, became a Galapagos sea turtle, became a three-toed sloth, became a
tamandua anteater, became an aardvark, became a pangolin, became a blood, became milk, became honey,
became water, became a black meteor, became a banana flower, became greeness, became oil, became a
silverfish, became a dead skin, became a viper, became a chameleon, became a proboscis monkey, became
a sea iguana, became a frog, became a mantis, became a root, became a ginko, became a watermelon flower,
became a hibiscus and became a white hibiscus.
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*Even rolling my world requires a power struggle with natural forces. This illustration is a modified diagram of figure no. 3 posted in “Wang, Jen-Wei & Chiang, YuSheng & Chen, Jhih & Hsu, Hao-Hsun. (2018). Development of a Dung Beetle Robot and Investigation of Its Dung-Rolling Behavior. Inventions. 3. 22. 10.3390/
inventions3020022.”

Uphill Struggle
Dung beetles carry and cherish faeces of other species for their next generations as well as their own nutrition.
The life of the beetle is apparently only for rolling the ball to its home and laying an egg into it. Meanwhile,
grains of sand and residues of hay would cling to its ball, and the lump of the ball would be more round and
round. Jean Henri Fabre, a French entomologist, stated that the most dramatic scene of the beetle’s lifetime is
the very moment when it repeatedly tries to fetch a slipping ball on a sloped path for over twenty hours. Here,
a beetle has finally managed to roll its ball up, and the ball was an Earth globe now that I see.
How much does your ball weigh?

*I’ve been forced to pull a blue whale with a single strand of hair.
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Multiplication Table
A serendipitious occurence held me in awe, while I was committing a simple numeric play. The rule of the game
was to extract the total sum of the unit’s digits from the multiplication table. Considering that the multiplication
table is constituted from the 2x table to the 9x table, and for the perfection of the decimal system, I additionally
joined the 1x table to the total amount of the ultimate value. In the 1x table, the sequence goes 123456789
in order following the decimal system, while the 9x table presents 987654321 in reverse order. The 3x times
table goes with 369258147 presenting every single digit in the decimal system with a mixed order, and the 7x
table runs 741852963 in reverse of the 3x table. In the case of even number times tables, the 2x table presents
246802468, the 4x table goes 482604826, the 6x table runs 628406284 and the 8x table does 864208642,
each of four showing a forced-in run. The 5x table is the only one presenting two single digits as 505050505.
Now, 1+2+3+4+5+6+7+8+9=45, and there are four tables including every digit of the decimal system, so
we can get 180. Next, 2+4+6+8+2+4+6+8=40, and there are another four tables including only even digits
of the decimal system, so we can get 160. Lastly, 5+5+5+5+5=25. Thus, the total sum of the unit’s digits in
multiplication table is 180+160+25=365, the days of a year on Earth.
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A Delivered Box
Picture this, the doorbell rings and an unknown box is delivered to the front porch one Saturday noon, as I was
spacing out on a couch without any focal point of pupils and with a horizontal lassitude. The arousal to finding
out the concealed content of the box enters upon a new phase, as the box gets unfold and endless darkness
within is revealed. What if the box is open, but the content of the box is beyond all comprehension? A unsecure
mind casts a single tiny particle of dust into the box, with thoughts of listening to reverberation, suspecting
the depth of the inner capacity may be measured. Of course the crashing sound of dust is too quiet to hear.
Now a small grain of sand, two distinct echoes with a small interval come back. Did the grain bounce and hit
on the floor of the box? Did it bump against the previous dust particle and fall on the floor? Is there something
elastic inside to push out what I dropped? Whatever. Another two granules dropped, one clear echo bounces
back and the other seems to vanish into a void. A bag of sand to fill up the entire volume, and it is to be said
the sand is still being poured.

A Helve Rotted in a Cave
Once upon a time, a woodsman wove his way through a deep forest to gather firewood. After a good while
felling trees, he alighted upon a pathway running into a cave. As he entered the cave and followed the inclined
base carefully one step at a time, the path to the inner chamber became wider and brighter. Soon after, he
caught a sight of two grey-haired old men sitting upright and playing a game of go. With his axe placed on
the ground, the woodcutter absently stood keeping his eyes out the old men and their play. On the edge of
kibitzing them at the boardgame, he soon realized it was the time to go back home taking his wood of the day.
As he was about to pick his axe back up, he saw the halve of the axe so rotten that he could not pick up, and
it crumbly fell apart from its head. Considering it weird, he came down to his village, but the scenery of his
town looked completely different from that morning. The woodsman in a maze stopped an old passer-by and
hurriedly explained what his name is and where he is living to the old man, then the old man replied almost
fainting from fright, “The man you are talking about is my great-grandfather!”

Convection Current
The infinity under the universe’s brooding cannot be contained in one clutch of mine. However, the phobia
that all of the components in the universe cannot be embraced by oneself, is rather able to be inversely
transfigured into a philia of limited frame: a single grip, a single sight, a single box, a single room, a single book,
a single piece of paper, etc. Something capacious has its own limitation of capacity, and the topmost limit
rather than containability of a container qualifies the aesthetics of it. Then, what shall I include in that single
frame of plane or volume? In every moment, due to individual subjectivities, each of the selected, classified
and symbolized are prone to be consciously judged that they are still insufficient to represent the wholeness
of the universe, and the compulsive deficiency is improbable to be resolved, taking out the contents already
put into a container back to a pending line. Everything previously qualified to be included is now disqualified
to be a component of all, and this game becomes a similar to intelligence quotient quiz letting us choose the
right option of geometric forms or signs, by omitting any ground for disqualification of the other options -and
the word ‘right’ is very arbitrary. Clearly, a particle cannot physically and quantitatively be the entity to which it
belongs, and this trial is absurd to play. As a series of hesitations has continued, this discouragement recurred
to the narrative itself telling about the limitation of capacity, and an artistic fate was transferred to an attempt
to allegorize the human struggles, and the working became a certain ritual to measure the boundary of all of
the relativities surrounding the problem: vastness and tinines, fullness and emptiness, infinity and singularity,
allness and oneness, or the entity and a self. After all, this absurdity comes from a false, a fantasy and a conceit
that I can grasp the wholeness with occasional plausibilities, turning back to one self and one container.

Hermit

(space crate—stage I)
A hermit for 45 days (a high-pitched dependence on conservation law and a comparably dense ennui of
making)—The minimum amount of necessities had only to be stocked in on for one-day livings within a 150
square-foot room. For the strict rule, everything entered into the room should not be deserted out of the room,
with remnants of themselves stacked one after one. This could be an imaginative experiment to surely expect
a private garbage patch floating on a rooftop loft of a tenement, as well as an escape from doing something to
be justly made to doing something wasteful in a productive efficiency. Dare I say it in a different way, it was a
sort of gratification of laying all the burdens down from a tangled brain, ceremonially pairing each speculative
trash in any strata of cognition to each physical waste, wavily spreading them to fill the squareness of the
cuboid, and letting them be observed by an experiment agent. On the last day, I slouched at the middle of the
room and looked in a horror at the mounting pile of trash surrounding my comfort zone. In a great futility, the
clean-up was committed. Under the skin of larger particles such as cereal boxes, kraft paper bags or dairy
cartons, and smaller objects such as soda bottles, banana peels or snack packs were layered by conforming
with grain-size distribution. The only things rescued from this sweep was the lowest layer of dust, not bigger
than my nails. The bunch of dust was packed up in a palm-sized empty box originally for acid brushes.—
crystalized particles.

Pixie Dust
The exterior barrier of a human body comprises the largest area among human organ systems. Except for
peripheral appendages such as pubic hairs or toe nails, the area of human skin in average ranges over 2 cubic
meters wide, with the thickness of 0.5 millimeters on eyelids and of 4 millimeters on palms and soles. The top
layer of skin, epidermis, is almost entirely made of keratinocytes which freshly grow at the stratum basale, the
borderline between epidermis and dermis. As the time flows by, these skin cells are steadily pushed up onto
the outermost layer of epidermis for around 2 weeks, meanwhile waiving the right of possessing nuclei and
organelles. Reaching the most exterior surface, after another 2 weeks of sojourn, skin cells fall off of our body.
This one month long rite occurs every moment producing 8 to 167 independent corpses per a second, 500 to
1,000 per a minute, 30,000 to 600,000 per an hour, and eventually practically ten million per a day and night.
With the ratio of this speed and each mass of the cells, if one person collects every cell one by one neatly for
a year, it would be up to 8 pounds.

Dirt ʻNʼ Dust

(space crate—stage II)
Once something in chaos is gathered at a certain point, it is required to be rearranged into an order. All
of the dust scattered on the floor, jammed within bedding and accumulated everywhere for a while were
indiscriminately collected and ready to be distributed as another form. This next step may be ascribed to
an obsession with hoarding something to be abandoned and with injecting some meaning into them. With
a pincer not with a sieve, the particles not bigger than my toenails were sifted out. Although it is not clear
how persuasive the next process was, I was too much into a study of 89 celestial constellations, and the
collection should be aligned as a galactic formation in a limited volume. A wooden crate as a manageable size
24”x18”x12” and as a stage for those terrestrial bodies, was fabricated during about 1/360 of hermit duration.
Some dimensional infos were stencilled on the side of the box as a delivery crate to indicate the inner capacity
is as heavy as
and as enormous as
, which are the presumed weight and
volume of the observable outer space. Interior surfaces of the box were painted into black as dark matter of
outer space. Small piece of ramen noodles, tangerine crust, daily contact lens, a gold filler pulled-out of my
back teeth, belly-button lint, etc. were carefully glued as each of fixed stars, clusters and planets. The crate
contains outer space and our planet should be told to be contained inside the handible volume, and in the
real, the crate is sitting on a certain spot of this planet or even getting carried by me. It does a flip-flop on the
conceptual illusion of inner space and outer space.
*Meaning is created from granting differentiation to something in mind from other things which look the same as it at a glance, and the difference makes the
thing in mind beautiful.
*Black 2.0 was apolied to the inner surface of the crate in oder to reduce reflectivity of light up to the hilt, but the low height and right angles of the crate could
not conceal its cuboidal capacity, showing the inner space like a rock climbing site or cabinet of curiosity than outer space.
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Stella Maris
Up in the northernmost of the earthly sky, exists Polaris. The first witness of this star would have introduced it
to the other, and another first namer may have thought of this star as a significance of celestial wall, whispering,
‘Your will be done, on earth as it is in heaven.’ Seafaring life flies through the water looking at the single
steadfast star. In a darkness coming after a sunset during which seamen could have recognized directions
of East and West depending on supremacy of light, they sought to promptly find Polaris to guess the current
position of themselves. On an imaginary point between the axes of surging curvatures and a tedious flow, the
fixedness of the bright anchor point led the saline hand to know where he was and to which he would go.
However, although at the moment when the star comes to coincide with the seaman’s location, he could have
arrived at the center of the pole, Polaris is not his real destination. His dependence on the lodestar was just a
knock-on effect for more advanced sailing and more delicate steering. The sailor was not trying to get there,
but the light far away from 434 light years led the way to go.

*Even if Polaris appears like one single star, it is a multiple star system, in reality, composed of three other stars; Polaris Aa, B, and Ab. As the primary star of Ursae
Minoris (α UMi), it has been referred to as the North Pole Star due to its high proximity to the north celestial pole, presenting its position at 89°15′ 50.8″ degrees
of declination from the Earth equator. However, gradual changes in axial alignment of the Earth caused by planetal precessional movement, will result in Polaris
distant from the celestial pole with the lapse of astronomical time. An ancient Eqyptian record written around 5,000 years ago, elucidates a star corresponding
to Polaris of those days, which was Thuban, the primary star of Draconis (α Dra) with 64° 22′ 33.062″ degrees of declination today. Polaris will hand over its
position as Pole Star orderly to the thirteen other stars designated in five neighboring constellations, and around in 27,800 A.D. after one more precessional
period of 25,436 years, 224 days and 16 hours, it will reinstate its qualification as North Star.

Standard Units
(metre) as a base unit of length in universal use, was devised by a postulation that a distance as far as
one fourteen millionth of meridian which is the circumference of the Earth passing through the Geographic
North pole - phrased in another way, one ten millionth of the arc from the exact spot of the North Pole to the
equator. As far as that goes, the real distance called Prime Meridian between two poles of the planet passing
by Greenwich, is in fact 200,039,300 meters in length. No matter what the methodology of standardizing
the length is, the concept of 1 metre arbitrarily set up by a public covenant regulates the pathway of us to
measure and reach the right length of exact 1 metre, since once a certain standard is proclaimed, the length
is suggested as an objectivity, one chapter of metaphysics. In the physical world, we are not able to know
whether a given length reaches 1 metre but only know that we are travelling between a certain interval of error
range
. Then would it be possible to reach the precision of that value in a strict sense? And what is
the use of obsession to reach precision?

*In order to secure more precision of this unit, 1 metre at the present is indicated as the distance that a photon travelled in a vacuum for 1/299,792,458 seconds
at the pace of 299,793 kilometres per a second for which the duration of 9,192,631,770 periods that caesium-133 atom vibrates in terms of radiation. The
establishment of the length successively introduced the standard units of volume and weight. When 1 metre can be precisely divided into ten decimetres
and three of them can create an exact cube, the volume should be one thousandth of 1 cubic metre, and we can get 1 litre amount of spatial cubage. Only if
this capacity can be filled with water at exactly 4 degrees Celsius with a consistent density, we may call the mass of the pure amount of content should be 1
kilogram of water. The fact that the mass of water varies at the isotopic abundance or relative purity and pressure, resulted in requiring to set the standard of
consecutive factors anew. It situated us at a circular reasoning of describing the unit of pressure with that of weight, weight with mass, and recursively mass
with pressure. This fallacy seemed to be simply solved by making a Pt-10Ir (90% Pt, 10% Ir) alloy prototype of 1 kilogram existent. Human paranoia with
precision and mysophobia over variability, however, selected Planck’s constant ( ) which is one of the inalterable values. This constant number is described with
(a dimension of energy times time = mass times distance times speed). The fact that metre is already defined with velocity of light in vacuum and
second is also defined with frequency of caesium atom, represents now we get a more precise mass of 1kg by reckoning the unit of Planck number backwards.
)
(

A Shadow Across a Markingless Ruler
Our pursuit to the Truth is similar to an attempt to draw a line segment or fabricate an aluminum bar of one
hundredth metre in length. In terms of quest for knowledge, the only interest is to approach objectivity closely.
More closely and much more closely…. However, even if we prepare any barometer to ensure the precision,
anyone could not sense whether he or she and you or we may reach the destiny or not. Yet once more reversely
back again, the value indicating the very length of one hundredth metre exists indeed in the real world, and
someone may have reached the precision even for a certain moment, though a majority of cases are within
an oscillation of a range of errors with just neighboring the value and not being able to accomplish it. Thus,
the regulative ideality where we are inevitably and unnecessarily immersed into narrowing the distance of
differential controls us. Of course, truth is not the thing which cannot be felt with a lively touch and is more like
a dragonfly tantalizingly hesitating to sit on my head or not, hovering one inch over your crown. Although the
Truth is just a undeliverable phantom, the ideality of the Truth touches and interferes in our reality, professing
itself as a signpost of objective reality.

*1 inch equals 0.0254 metre at the temperature of 20 degrees Celsius and was originally the width of the first knuckle of Henry I of England’s thumb.

Kármán Line
Where could be the end of the world I stand on? It might be a brim of sunrises and sunsets for cavemen, an
oceanic cliff for ancient seamen, and personal residential area for shut-ins. The edge of the Earth definitely
exists. This border is a line presumed as 100km above the sea level, within the thermosphere. It is a ceiling
over which the gravitational force of the Earth can hold its atmosphere no longer, the upper limit of the absolute
force of planetal being. Thus, as the space where the influence of the atmosphere recedes compared to that
of gravity is defined as outer space, in the exosphere, things can travel only depending on its inertia. Within
the borderline, on the other hand, the lift force generated by the atmosphere occurs toward the perpendicular
direction against the movement of a flowing thing, by letting it go against the force of gravity. Theodore von
Kármán calculated that this limit is 83.8km (51.9miles) above the sea level, and Fédération aéronautique
internationale defines it as 100km for convenience sake. The edge of the Earth is a transparent membrane
acting as both potentiality and limitation, which deludes us to penetrate it through, but to let us finally surrender
and just hover around it. It is the upper limit of life, vitality and ideality on the Earth indeed, and strictly we have
never lived and breathed in and out anywhere out of the border.

The Ball

It is possible to downscale the Earth into a ball in a grip with tips of index and thumb.
Materials
Google Earth, inkjet printer, 99% isopropyl ethanol tank, brush, 1,046 letter sized films for overhead projector
Methods
Satellite images of every section on the Earth projected on the desktop screen shall be captured on Google Earth. The rule to define the dimension of subjects
for capture is as follows. Only the numeric values of latitude and longitude shall be adjusted for a series of captures, and every dimension of screenshots shall
be made up of a latitudinal angle of 10° and a longitudinal angle of 6°. These fiducial values are decided from that when the value of altitude shall be fixed as
690,000 indicating the 690km (429miles) above the sea level as a border line between thermosphere and exosphere, and a screen presents a satellite image
corresponding to that amount of coordinate area. Since the other numeric values such as adjustments of tilt and viewpoint are not influentially significant to this
experiment, those shall be entered zero. This condition produces the gross number of the entire segmental images of the Earth surface; 2(poles) + {(14(north
latitudes) + 14(south latitudes) + 1(equator)) × 36(longitudes)} = 1,046. The total quantity of captures shall be printed out on translucent OHP films with an inkjet
printer, and the prints shall be soaked in an ethanol tank to wash off the ink on the surface of the sheets. The solution of ink and ethanol shall be dehydrated and
solidified into a state with plasticity to be modelled as a spheric form by getting rolled between thumb and index.
Results
The solution was getting darker and gradually equalled to the color of outer space, following the consistent process of amalgamation. Ironically, the sum of colors
consisting of Earth’s surface came close to dark matter of outer space, just as when a number is divided by infinity, the value boils down to zeroness. While the
extract of surface colors has blended into a single mix, the compulsion wanting to see the eventual oneness strongly gravitated the experimenter. In the pixels
of color in prints, there might be amoebas and blue whales, all passed generations, every aspect of quality in relations, static moments and potential eternity
of us, altitudes and depths, and all designated values which are full of horizontal and vertical diversity, and the mixture was heading for darkness and oneness.

Overview Effect
This belatedly projected psychological analysis of astronauts’ mental states after a view of the entire Earth
from outer space, could be an evidence of a desire to compare or equate oneness with allness. An amount
of reports are saying that moonwalkers experienced tremendous awe and self-transcendence, and their
perspectives have considerably changed into the concept of ecological and social connectedness as a unity
when they witnessed our object-like planet as a pale blue dot. Their intense nostalgia also formed a certain
conceptualization of beauty and humanity. This could be the beauty of oneness, something inevitable to
the amount of Truth. Aesthetical cognition of oneness can be maximized when this perception of beauty
is including both scarcity and totality at once: all in only one or the only one for all. The significance of this
aesthetics of Earth in the 3rd person’s view can be told to be a justification to talk about the rationale of human
existence even, in the consideration that this appreciation of home reaches to self-reversion. The observer
would be in a state inundated with flooding narratives, and in an instant recognition of all the epics played as
sequential moving images in which the self is one of the extant protagonists.

0)

1)

What if
What if everything is disassembled and becomes flat? Sphere is the form known as the most stable in the
universe. Practically all natural units, whether planets, droplets or nuclei, are round, though other stable
geometries are observed such as cubes for crystallized molecules of sodium and chlorine or hexagons for
frozen water. Could the Earth, however, become an ideal sphere, having no bumpy noises on the surface
to reach the steady state? To accomplish this, all the area of all matter on the planet must be calculated
by opening every matter up into nets. When something three dimensional is considered as unfoldable
polyhedrons, everything can be transformed into the arrangement of non-overlapping edge-joined polygons
in the flat plane. Evenly-dissected matters will need more areas to stretch out. The capacity of the earth will
be explosively increased, formatting a single stupendous tessellation. Parts of cars, trash in cans, leaves in
mountain chains will be flat. Here, no shadow, no rain, no step and no breath. Perhaps the sphere would be
the most unstable status of matters.

Carbuncle under a Hat

This is a case that happened in one family medicine clinic. One afternoon, a gentleman wearing a high topperd
hat visited in for a checkup and sat down at a treatment stool. As the doctor asked about what was the trouble
with the man, he took off his hat in silence, laying his bald head bare. On the crown of his head, a swampy toad
was sitting as if the spot was the only designated seat for it. When the doctor looked into the contact surface
between the toad’s belly and his head skin, the boundary was blurred as though those two are connected
as a homogeneous organism. The doctor, acknowledging the seriousness of the matter, asked the bald man,
“How long have you got around with this attached?” Then, the toad said, “Seriously, I know, I shrugged it aside
thinking that it was just a worthless carbuncle, but now it became swollen this big.”

1+1 = 1

(A)

*one positivity ~ one negativity → the world

(B)

1> ∞
The world we cope with is a countable infinity, a strict subset of the uncountable infinity, due to the fact that we
are given one finite span of life in the continuously infinite time. So, as long as we recognize this fact, we must
live through a finitely long or short duration with an exceptional consciousness of infinity. Each human life can
be illustrated as an interval that is subordinate to the whole pure time, and within a certain interval, I may be
a ticker tape timer. I am just spitting on the giant flow from time to time. How can I reach the end of infinity?
It is clearly impossible from the outset, and the fact that there would not be the end of pure time does not
bring any significance but just its property of the great flow as the inflectionless continuity. However, wouldn’t
it be possible to spit out a meaningful phlegm at one point of that endless line? Zeno of Elea quantified time
as pure duration and divided it into segments to make it spatially regressed. Therefore, he did not care about
the point that the result of adding infinities could be finite, and suspended himself between oscillations. The
distance that Achilles travels while catching up with the tortoise has proved to be the total amount of the
infinite geometric series, and the sum is finite, because the sum of infinitesimals in a given distance should be
that single distance. Infinite dots marked on a tape form one length of interval, and the dotted life has the same
direction toward which the ideality of infinity. But here I am swallowed up in Zeno’s sophistry again, stretching
a spacing and vibrating in the air of a track between a dot already marked and another dot to be marked. This
oscillation is due to an expectation that I shall tick a dot which may be the root of an equation, and to a loss
aversion about the dots marked thus far. Tumbling through sequence by sequence of a recurring decimal, at
some point I may reach a certain value even if it could not be the absolute value of the rational number.

Truth
Truth and idealities are invisible. We, sometimes, used to detect a clarity of ideas through certain cases,
events and phenomena occasionally experienced somehow. Without any insinuation, the Truth and idealities
are nothing but mist patches in a thin air. They are not something to be discovered as something visible and
tangible, but hidden behind a system of metaphors. Then, the Truth and Ideality can be attempted to be
visible. To be in particular, the Truth of art places its foundation on the irreversible bond to totality. Art is a
labor to connect matters in front of my toenails with the entire universe where the things are just nothing other
than a trivial dust in usual routines. Artist’s pursuit of concreteness about materials, matters and forms shall
be the practical commitment to take all the pieces of atlas into individual choices, whether they could be an
instant or diachronic event. The Truth of science is oriented to the universality in abstract which is used for
the functional relation with the real world. This task sought in science is to project the communal boundary of
human cognition and perception of the world—how far a humans can go over is equal to that human beings
are the beings who only can reach a certain end point, line or wall. Only proving common limitations of ours,
scientific activities infuses us with the perception of reality, and science has nothing besides that task. The
Truth of human is to turn something invisible into something visible, to attempt to take meanings out of all of
the quotidian particles, to dream the wider and higher world than the given world, to get to know one’s own
topological limit of existence, to place one’s own life as the subject to test impossibility of one’s own, so as to
be left as one individual but to be one representative being of the entire connatural species.

One
….
A single universe of multitudes of dots
A single universe of multitudes of atoms
A single universe of multitudes of beings
A single universe of multitudes of objects
A single universe of multitudes of species
A single universe of multitudes of numbers
A single universe of multitudes of quantities
A single universe of multitudes of cosmoses
A single universe of multitudes of positions
A single universe of multitudes of relations
A single universe of multitudes of qualities
A single universe of multitudes of worlds
A single universe of multitudes of forces
A single universe of multitudes of rows
A single universe of multitudes of pages
A single universe of multitudes of entities
A single universe of multitudes of columns
A single universe of multitudes of universes
A single universe of multitudes of energies
A single universe of multitudes of chaoses
A single universe of multitudes of unities
A single universe of multitudes of cells
A single universe of multitudes of layers
A single universe of multitudes of bodies
A single universe of multitudes of names
A single universe of multitudes of finities
A single universe of multitudes of stars
A single universe of multitudes of lines

A single universe of multitudes of selves
A single universe of multitudes of angles
A single universe of multitudes of instincts
A single universe of multitudes of materials
A single universe of multitudes of directions
A single universe of multitudes of darkness
A single universe of multitudes of realities
A single universe of multitudes of axises
A single universe of multitudes of letters
A single universe of multitudes of values
A single universe of multitudes of meanings
A single universe of multitudes of originalities
A single universe of multitudes of significances
A single universe of multitudes of topographies
A single universe of multitudes of imaginations
A single universe of multitudes of idealities
A single universe of multitudes of matters
A single universe of multitudes of phases
A single universe of multitudes of faces
A single universe of multitudes of particles
A single universe of multitudes of equations
A single universe of multitudes of non-objects
A single universe of multitudes of cognitions
A single universe of multitudes of statuses
A single universe of multitudes of curves
A single universe of multitudes of maps
A single universe of multitudes of others
A single universe of multitudes of waves
A single universe of multitudes of spheres

A single universe of multitudes of planes
A single universe of multitudes of grids
A single universe of multitudes of lights
A single universe of multitudes of planets
A single universe of multitudes of customs
A single universe of multitudes of schemes
A single universe of multitudes of colors
A single universe of multitudes of facts
A single universe of multitudes of views
A single universe of multitudes of molecules
A single universe of multitudes of complexities
A single universe of multitudes of atmospheres
A single universe of multitudes of exemplars
A single universe of multitudes of concepts
A single universe of multitudes of axioms
A single universe of multitudes of flows
A single universe of multitudes of circles
A single universe of multitudes of matrices
A single universe of multitudes of memories
A single universe of multitudes of dimensions
A single universe of multitudes of potentials
A single universe of multitudes of breaths
A single universe of multitudes of grains
A single universe of multitudes of steps
A single universe of multitudes of sizes
A single universe of multitudes of pauses
A single universe of multitudes of infinities
....
(If I see oneness, I may see allness. Selah)

A Young Seeker
Once was a young seeker. He left everything of his in order to seek the way of life, the Truth. While travelling
here and there in order to look for someone who’ll teach him the right way, he heard from people that on the
peak of a mountain was living an old man to teach him. The young man started to climb the mountain. On the
way to the top of the mountain, there was no person except an shepherd driving a donkey with a bell around its
neck. Finally, at the top was an old man indeed. The young man requested the old man to teach him the Truth,
but the elder refused. After an argument, the old man said, “I cannot teach you, but tell me what you have seen
on the way up here.” The young man said, “I only saw a shepherd driving a donkey with a bell around its neck,
and the ringing sound was beautiful.” Then the old man said, “Climb down this mountain and come back when
you’ll forget the bell ringing, then I’ll teach you the Truth.” The young man delightedly went down the mountain
and could not go back up again because of bell-ringings in his brain, "Ting-a ring-a-ring, ting-a ring-a-ring...."

Oblivion
What is the end of our lives through which we constantly produce memories? Human life ultimately aims for
oblivion. We do not have to feel depressed because of disappearing memories. Memory has its own property
to be constructed again if we want to force it to be made, or we can refabricate it each of our own way even.
However, oblivion is something that cannot be fulfilled at will. It can only be achieved by pushing it away with
something else. It can be repelled by other objects or subjects which ensorcell you to be stuck in them, or
can be pushed by yourself. In the former case, the obsession with certain objects is apprehended to turn into
addiction, and this way is unsuitable for use as a material of oblivion in the point that its pleasure is often onedimensional. The obsession to oblivion also requires new oblivion. An example of a tippler who drinks to forget
his shame of drinking describes a scene in which his obsession returns to original theses. In addition, pushing
parts of memory by consciousness about other objects is nothing but throwing myself out as a shrapnel of
entropic fields, and this life cannot be remembered well by others. The meaning of my existence is to practice
entropy faster than the increase of natural entropy to be imposed on me. It is required to crush faster and
rebuild a space beyond oblivion before collapsing on its own, by myself and my world to immerse and only
through this, I may achieve oblivion of my previous memories. The most effective way is to tie my experience
and existence to the whole universe, by constructing a world with a new order and system to play by myself.
Being as one in the universe means that the universe and I, myself only remain, and that I eventually become
the universe itself. Here, within the universe with this faster entropy, time could be something irrelevant to be
concerned about. There is only one universe to stare at - to forget thoroughly, to be remembered thoroughly.

Life is a continuous delay.
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